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krishnagatha is a devotional poem written by cherusseri
namboothiri, an ardent devotee of guruvayoorappan in
the 15th century. a copy of this, that was presented to
the temple, is thought to have been written in 1828.
there are indications that a copy of the mahabharata was
written in 1889. harsha vijay had informed devaswom
chairman adv kb mohandas that he wanted the
manuscripts to be submitted to guruvayoorappan.
harsha vijay, his wife lakshmi saraswati and children
gagana priya, meghanasudha, ganesh and bhanumathi
visited guruvayur and presented the manuscripts.
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krishnagatha was written at the age of 25. cherusseri
namboothiri was the court poet of udaya varma
(1446-1475) who was the king of kolathunadu in
northern kerala. krishnagatha was written as an answer
to the work, kathakalavastu written by the poet
muthukulango devasahayam of kolathupuzha. this is the
first work in which the malayalam language is fully
exploited to its potential. the value of this work is that
the english verses are interspersed with malayalam
verses. the original 10 th canto of srimad bhaagavatham
was not translated into malayalam. hence, we have the
krishnagatha. the poem is based on the 10 th canto of
srimad bhaagavatham. the word krishnagatha is a
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combination of two words, krsna and geatha. the word
geatha is a short form of geethakumanjali (compilation of
geetha, bhaagavatham and kumanjali).
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when the queen realised that the king would be defeated
in the game,she sung a song to help him for the next
move. when the king heard this lullaby he realised its
meaning and played as heard and succeeded in the

game. then the king ordered cherussery to compose a
poetry in the rhythm of this lullaby. vrp has also

composed more than 600 musical pieces in malayalam.
most of them have been set to music by b pushpa

krishnan, former head, department of music, university
of kerala. these compositions, most of them devotional,

come under four heads classical, kathakali music,
sopanam and light music. besides writing reviews for the

hindu friday review, he presents programmes on
television and radio. he has also guided researchers in

modernising malayalam at the levels of its script,
vocabulary, syntax, stylistics and so on, making it more

compatible for computers. cherussery namboothiri was a
malayalam poet who lived in the 15 th century. he is

known for her masterpiece work, krishnagadha the story
of lord krishna based on the 10 th canto of srimad

bhaagavatham. it is the first mahakavyam of malayalam
and often described as the landmark work of malayalam

literature. when did cherusseri namboothiri write
krishnagatha poem the ruler of the vadaiya desham was
the vadaiya king, who by good fortune met cherussery

namboothiri. he heard his compositions in the court and
invited cherussery namboothiri to compose a poem

about lord krishna. the ruler wanted to hear the melodies
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with which he had sung the songs of lord krishna. hence
he gave a commission to cherussery namboothiri to

compose a poem based on krishna's life. the poem was
successful and the king was greatly pleased with the new

composition. cherussery namboothiri later composed
other poems based on the life of lord krishna. all these
poems are said to be the most popular in malayalam

literature. 5ec8ef588b
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